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unleash the IoT potential of motion sensing
Introducing “oblu”

oblu is an opensource wearable motion sensing platform. It comes pre-programmed as
a shoe sensor.
Whether you are an student, researcher, hobbyist or an entrepreneur, oblu allows you
to explore motion sensing and innovate further.
Save significant time and resources, gain further insights of inertial sensing, add more
features to the existing navigation algorithm, develop further s/w and h/w around it---all with one single device waiting to be explored.
Its just around the corner. Make it yours in a click and set new benchmarks.
Pedestrian Dead Reckoning

Pedestrian Dead Reckoning or PDR is the science of determining one’s current position
based upon its previously determined one.
Motion sensors are useful for positioning in indoor environment where GPS fails due to
inappropriate signal strength.
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Features
MIMUscope- A PC based tool
Four 3-axis Accelerometer

Xoblu- An android application

Four 3-axis Gyroscope

Opensource embedded C code

32 bit FP microcontroller

APIs, tutorials, manuals, etc

USB battery charging
Li-ion battery operable

Applications

BLE 4.1 and USB interface
JTAG programmable

Robotics

Digital output

Virtual Gaming
Augmented Reality
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Kits for you

Each kit is uniquely curated to cater to your needs. Explore and find out which suits
you the best

Demo kit

Dedicated to the fun-filled techies who love experimenting technology
Feel the technology; convert your embryonic ideas, develop your own s/w
Gear up the excitement and get going with the demo kit

Assembled with an approach to help you gain insights of MIMU system.
Facilitates calibrating oblu yourself
Learner’s kit
Explore more and build relationship with new advancing technology

DIY kit

Embed your hardware+software skills
Give your product a new sagacity
Uniquely curated to include necessary components

What makes “oblu” different
Accuracy

97% accurate

Affordability

Accuracy @
reduced price

Integration

No need to solve
motion equations

Development

Platform

Simple
Reduced effort
requirement
& time

Robot traversing staircase path
Robot traversing pentagon path
Robot for indoor navigation

Climbing staircase
(7m vertical height)

20 turns walk, 90m

Tracking footsteps using foot sensor

Sensor data on Google map

Scan for App
Xoblu - Android App
Python based GUI Tool for Easy Analysis

Recreate your DIY projects
Follow us on hackster.io
fb.me/oblu.io
Make a smart move…
Join the oblu community

GT Silicon Pvt Ltd, 171 MIG, Awadhpuri, Block B, Lakhanpur,
Kanpur 208024
+91-7007410690; www.oblu.io; hello@oblu.io

@obluIoT

